We study the quantum and thermal phase transition phenomena of the SU(3) Heisenberg model on triangular lattice in the presence of magnetic fields. Performing a scaling analysis on largesize cluster mean-field calculations endowed with a density-matrix-renormalization-group solver, we reveal the quantum phases selected by quantum fluctuations from the massively degenerate classical ground-state manifold. The magnetization process up to saturation reflects three different magnetic phases. The low-and high-field phases have strong nematic nature, and especially the latter is found only via a nontrivial reconstruction of symmetry generators from the standard spin and quadrupolar description. We also perform a semi-classical Monte-Carlo simulations to show that thermal fluctuations prefer the same three phases as well. Moreover, we find that exotic topological phase transitions driven by the binding-unbinding of fractional (half) vortices take place, due to the nematicity of the low-and high-field phases. Possible experimental realization with alkaline-earthlike cold atoms is also discussed.
Introduction.-In solid-state physics, lattice Hamiltonians symmetric under the special unitary group of degree N = 2, denoted by SU (2) , have been intensively studied since the electron -the main actor in solidshas two internal (spin) degrees of freedom. Higher degree of symmetry, or N > 2, can be accessed only with fine-tuning of parameters in some models, e.g., of spin liquid crystals [1] [2] [3] and transition metal oxides [4] [5] [6] [7] , or as a consequence of exotic emergent phases [8] [9] [10] . However, recent advances in experiments with cold gases of alkaline-earth(-like) atoms, such as 173 Yb [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and 87 Sr [17, 18] , have provided a new platform and strong motivation in studying the enhanced continuous symmetry of SU(N > 2). Since those atoms possess symmetric interactions under nuclear spin I (I = 5/2 for Yb and 9/2 for Sr), loading them into optical lattices enables us to create an ideal quantum simulator of the SU(N ≤ 2I +1) extension of the Hubbard model [19] and its strong-coupling limit, namely the SU(N ) Heisenberg model [20, 21] . In such higher symmetric systems, the ground states often form a massively (quasi-)degenerate manifold. Therefore, of particular interest are the quantum and thermal fluctuations selecting one of the manybody states and the emergence of exotic phase transition phenomena [23] .
The SU(3) Heisenberg model on triangular lattice has been theoretically studied as a special symmetric point of the spin-1 bilinear-biquadratic (BLBQ) model [24] [25] [26] .
Since the number of colors (N = 3) is compatible with the tripartite structure of the triangular lattice, the SU(3) Heisenberg model with antiferromagnetic couplings exhibits no (apparent) geometrical frustration, unlike the SU(2) case [27] . Indeed, the ground state is uniquely determined ( up to trivial degeneracy) to be a simple three-color three-sublattice order at the level of the classical, mean-field (MF), analysis [24, 25] , and it has been confirmed by numerical investigations [26] .
Whereas the ground state may not be so exciting, the properties under the presence of magnetic field remain an interesting open problem since the MF analysis yields an accidental continuous degeneracy [24] . It is thus required to study the degeneracy lifting induced by quantum and thermal fluctuations.
In this work, we explore the effect of quantum and thermal fluctuations on the phase transition phenomena of the triangular SU(3) Heisenberg model in magnetic fields. High magnetic field experiments have been playing a central role in understanding the properties of magnetic materials [28] , one of the fundamental reasons being that a magnetic field, in combination with lattice geometry, topological features, fluctuation effects, etc., stimulates the emergence of a rich variety of nontrivial magnetic states such as magnetization plateaus [29] [30] [31] , nematic states [32, 33] , and field-induced quantum spin liquids [31, 34] . This is naturally expected to occur for general SU(N ) systems. In experiments with N -color components of cold atoms, the "magnetic field" in the sense of spin models could be implemented by introducing a difference among the chemical potentials for different color components. The recent quantum simulation of the SU(2) Heisenberg model has demonstrated that the magnetic-field effect can indeed be obtained by introducing finite population imbalance between the two hyperfine states of 6 Li [35] .
First, we employ the cluster mean-field plus scaling (CMF+S) method [36] [37] [38] with two-dimensional (2D) density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) solver [39] to reveal the quantum phases selected from the nontrivial classical ground-state manifold. We find that the quantum order-by-disorder mechanism stabilizes three different phases with the three-sublattice structure depending on the field strength, until the system reaches the magnetic saturation. Of particular interest is the low-field phase, whose field-dependence exhibits nontrivarXiv:2004.03250v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 7 Apr 2020 ial preservation of the uniform (total) scalar nematic order parameter at zero value, despite of having a finite value on each sublattice. In addition, the intermediatefield phase also preserves the total magnetization as well, resulting in a characteristic plateau structure in the magnetization curve at 2/3 of the saturation magnetization. Even more interestingly, although the high-field phase appears to be a conventional (non-nematic) spin order in terms of the spin and quadrupolar operators, we reveal a concealed nematic nature by performing a unitary transformation to reconstruct the symmetry generators. Furthermore, we develop a framework of semi-classical multi-color Monte-Carlo (sMC) simulations [40] by introducing a "relaxation acceleration" technique, and discuss the thermal phase transition phenomena. In addition to the stabilization of the same three phases by thermal fluctuations, we find particular topological phase transitions characterized by the binding-unbinding of fractional (half) vortices.
The SU(3) Heisenberg model in magnetic fields.-The SU(3) Heisenberg model is given bŷ
are the eight generators of the SU(3) Lie algebra in the defining representation. To draw connections to the spin physics, here we employ the spin-1 operatorŜ i = (Ŝ Quantum order-by-disorder.-In order to discuss the lifting of the accidental degeneracy by quantum fluctuations and reveal the quantum orders, we perform the CMF+S calculations [36] [37] [38] with 2D DMRG solver [39] . We employ a triangular-shaped cluster of N C sites, in which the quantum intersite correlations are treated exactly within the cluster, whereas the couplings with the outside spins are replaced by MF interactions. Under the three-sublattice (µ = A, B, C) ansatz, the self-consistent equations Ŝ µ = 3 NC iµ∈C Ψ NC |Ŝ iµ |Ψ NC and the analogous expressions for Q µ are solved by calculating the ground state of the N C -site cluster, |Ψ NC , with 2D DMRG in an iterative way until convergence [39] . The scaling parameter ζ ≡ N B /(3N C ), with N B being the number of bonds inside the cluster, serves as an indicator of the extent to which quantum correlations are taken into account , interpolating the classical (MF; ζ = 0) and exactly-quantum (N C → ∞; ζ = 1) limits. Here we perform the calcuations for N C = 10, 15, 21 (ζ = 3/5, 2/3, 5/7) and make the linear extrapolation of the results towards ζ → 1 with an error bar estimated from the derivation of different sets of cluster sizes used for the extrapolation. The larger size cluster of N C = 36 (ζ = 7/9) is also considered for the determination of the phase boundaries (see the inset of Fig. 1) .
We plot the quantum magnetization curves M (H) ≡ µ Ŝ z µ /3 obtained by the CMF+S in Fig. 1 , which shows three different phases separated by the critical fields H c1 = 3.40 and H c2 = 4.38 in the range of 0 < H < H s . The low-field (LF) phase is characterized by axis, the transverse quadrupolar moments (Q 
Thus, it is concluded that the LF phase breaks the (U(1) S z /Z 2 )×Z 3 (i.e., half of the original rotational and three-fold translational) symmetries. Consequently, the remaining U(1) Q z 2 symmetry guarantees the preservation of the uniform nematic scalar order parameter S u ≡ µ Q z 2 µ /3, resulting in the plateau formation at zero value in the field dependence ( Fig. 1) , whereas each sublattice value Q z At H = H c1 , the transverse quadrupolar moments vanishes and the U(1) S z symmetry is restored. Thus, in the intermediate-field (IF) phase, both M and S u exhibit plateau behavior in the range of H c1 < H < H c2 . The longitudinal spin moments Ŝ z µ have the values of approximately (1, 1, 0) (not exactly, due to quantum depletion) and thus M = 2/3. Such a plateau formation has been reported in the spin-1 BLBQ model when the quadrapolar coupling is larger than the dipolar one [24] . Our results showed that the plateau is stabilized by purely quantum effects even for equal bilinearbiquadratic (SU(3)-symmetric) coupling.
In the high-field (HF) phase, the spin (S x , S y , S z ) sector forms a "2:1" structure of the V shape, similar to the SU(2) case [29] . Therefore, it apparently seems to be a standard non-nematic spin order. However, we notice that the curves of M and S u / √ 3 differ only by a constant shift of 2/3. We show that this feature stems from a particular spontaneous partial breaking of U(1) S z ×U(1) Q z 2 : the linear combination of generatorsP
action produces a rotation of the system in the plane ofP
As is seen in Fig. 2(a) , the transverse spin and quadrupolar moments hold the relation P x −,µ = P y −,µ = 0 in the HF phase, which indicates the preservation of the U(1) P z − symmetry. As for the broken U(1) P z + , a π-rotation is sufficient for (P Considering also the sublattice exchange, we conclude that the HF phase breaks (U(1)
Thermal phase diagram.-Given the strong nematic nature of the zero-temperature phases, it is interesting to study the thermal phase transitions, especially associated with the (U(1)/Z 2 )×Z 3 symmetry breaking. To this end, we employ the sMC simulations [40] within the direct-product approximation: |Ψ cl = ⊗ i |ψ i with local wave functions |ψ i = σ d i,σ |σ i (|d i | 2 = 1). The standard Metropolis updates are performed for the co- [40] . We further develop the sMC method by applying a "relaxation acceleration" (RA) with local unitary transformations e icĤ loc i |ψ i , where c are uniformly distributed random numbers andĤ
Here we choose, after some trials, |c| ≤ π Ĥ loc i F with · · · F being the Frobenius norm. The RA sweeps over lattice sites are performed twice following each Metropolis update sweep. This method, applied to highly-symmetric systems, is significantly more efficient in improving decorrelation and avoiding trapping in local minima. See the SM [43] for more technical details and the performance examination of the RA procedure. Figure 3 shows the thermal phase diagram obtained by the sMC, which is reliable in the region away from the low-temperature quantum regime, since it neglects the inter-site quantum correlations. It is seen that the same three (LF, IF, and HF) phases are selected also by thermal fluctuations from the classical degenerate manifolds at T = 0. The boundaries to the paramagnetic phase are determined from the divergence of the correlation length of the longitudinal (S z , Q We show in Fig. 4 (a) the stiffness ρ S z (T ) for a twist of the spin and quadrupolar moments around S z in the transition region between LF and IF. It can be clearly seen that ρ S z (T ) at the transition point T = T c does not satisfy the standard universal relation ρ S z (T c ) = 2k B T c /π for the Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) transitions [44] . This is attributed to the nematic nature of (Q Fig. 4(b) ], unlike in the standard XY universality class, where ρ v = 1. This halfvortex is analogous to the 180 degree disclination of nematic liquid crystals [45] . The transition from LF to IF is associated with the unbinding of pairs of half-vortex and half-antivortex, resulting in the modified universal relation ρ S z (T c ) = 2k B T c /πρ
. This particular topological transition takes place also at the boundary of the HF and IF (or paramagnetic) phase [ Fig. 4(c) ], where it is related to the U(1)/Z 2 rotation around P z + mentioned above. This universal jump is associated with the unbinding of half-vortex pairs in the (P x + ,P y + ) plane. Note that we confirmed that the stiffness for a twist around P z − is always zero (within the numerical error) in the HF phase.
Let us comment briefly on the limit of zero magnetic field. Since the classical ground state is given by d i = (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 1) for sublattice A, B, and C, respectively, or SU(3) rotations thereof [25] , the symmetry is spontaneously broken down to U(1)×U(1). The fundamental group π 1 (SU(3)/U(1)×U (1)) is trivial [47] and therefore there are no vortex-induced finite temperature phase transitions [44, 48] . The tendency of the IF-paramagnetic line towards the (T, H) = (0, 0) point corroborates this scenario.
Experimental realization.-In optical-lattice experiments with alkaline-earth(-like) atoms, the field strength H corresponds to the difference in the chemical potentials of each component: µ 1 − µ 0 = µ 0 − µ −1 = H. This could be prepared via the population imbalance in different colors [35] . More directly, if one could introduce a state-dependent gradient potential, say, in the x direction, V ext σ (x) = σV x, the magnetization process in −H s < H < H s would be realized as the spatial dependence for local magnetic field H(x) = 2V x (in the sense of the local density approximation [49] ) with no overall population imbalance. The formation of the threesublattice orders can be detected by the time-of-flight image of the momentum distribution [35, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] , and the IF state would appear as a spatial plateau. In addition, the extension of the quantum-gas microscope technique to SU(N ) systems could provide a wealth of detailed measurements of each phase found here.
Conclusions.-We studied the quantum and thermal phase transition phenomena of the SU(3) Heisenberg model under magnetic fields by using the CMF+S and sMC methods. We demonstrated that pure quantumfluctuation effects stabilize a magnetization plateau at 2/3 of the saturation in the intermediate range of the field strength. The uniform scalar nematic order parameter also forms a plateau at zero value, which, more inter-estingly, appears already in the lower-field phase with no magnetization plateau. This reflects the preservation of additional U(1) symmetry around Q z 2 unique to the system with the SU(3) symmetry (reduced to U(1)× U(1) under magnetic fields). The high-field phase exhibits an unexpected nematic nature steming from nontrivial partial breaking of U(1)×U(1) symmetry. Moreover, the strong nematic nature of the low-and high-field phases gives rise to fractional vortices and antivortices, whose pair dissociation results in a topological phase transition with vorticity ρ v = 1/2 at the critical temperature.
The above results, together with the calculated critical temperatures (≈ 0.14J/k B at the highest value), provide a solid guideline for future experiments with alkalineearth(-like) atoms. Besides, the physics we explored is relevant to solid-state materials with nearly SU(3) symmetric parameters and, more generally, to systems with multipolar orders. Finally, it should be mentioned that the calculation methods used here can be applied to numerous types of classical and quantum simulations; especially, the acceleration and decorrelation of the sMC updates by the RA technique are expected to become increasingly important for models with higher symmetry, such as SU (N ≥ 3) .
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The coefficient vector
) normalized to unit length (|d i | = 1) identifies the local state at site i as a superposition of the three basis states (σ = −1, 0, 1). Under the three-sublattice (µ = A, B, C) ansatz, the variational energy E cl ≡ Ψ cl |Ĥ|Ψ cl can be written as
where N is the number of sites, λ µ ≡ Ψ cl |λ iµ |Ψ cl is an eight-component classical vector of length 4/3, and H = (0, 0, H, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). The minimization of E cl is simply achieved when λ µ = 2H/9J for h ≤ 3J. The overline means the average over µ = A, B, C. For H > 3J, the two conditions S z µ = 2H/9J and Q z 2 µ = 0, cannot be simultaneously satisfied because Q From the above discussion, the magnetization M ≡ i Ŝ z i /N = S z µ is uniquely determined as shown in Fig. 1  (dashed line) . However, the specific spin and quadratic orders remain massively degenerate because the number of conditions is smaller than that of variational parameters d iµ,σ .
Technical details of the semi-classical Monte Carlo analysis
In the main text, we employ the semi-classical Monte Carlo (sMC) simulations [1] on L × L rhombic clusters under periodic boundary conditions, since the fully-quantum Monte Carlo method suffers from the so-called sign problem for frustrated quantum systems. First, we assume that the wave function of the entire system is described as a direct products of local wave functions as in the MF approximation [Eq. (S1)], although the three-sublattice ansatz is not assumed. The total energy of the system is given by
within the direct-product approximation. We first set the initial values of d i on the entire lattice sites to L×L complex random vectors distributed homogeneously on the sphere of radius one in 3 (real) +3 (imaginary) dimensions. Starting with the initial state, we perform the standard Metropolis local updates of d i to generate a sequence of states weighted by the probability proportional to the Boltzmann factor exp(−E cl ({d i })/k B T ). Typical simulations contain 10 5 and 2 × 10 6 Monte Carlo steps for the thermalization of the state and the samplings of physical quantities, respectively. One Monte Carlo step consists of one Metropolis sweep over all sites followed by two "relaxation acceleration" (RA) sweeps (which will be explained in Sec. C).
The quantum-mechanical expectation values of the local spin and quadrupolar moments can be calculated by
for a given site with vector d i . The eight components of the vectorλ i correspond to the spin components (Ŝ To discuss the spontaneous symmetry breaking, we calculate the correlation lengths of the diagonal and transverse components:
with the structure factors
Here, · · · T means the thermal average in terms of Monte Carlo samplings and the ordering vector k = Q K ≡ (4π/3, 0) corresponds to the three-sublattice order shown as the inset of Fig. 2(a) . The stiffness ρ S z (T ) for a twist generated by the unitary transformation,
, is defined in the standard way as the second derivative of the free energy per unit area with respect to the twist angle q:
where ∆S = √ 3/2 is the area per site. Here, we choose the twist direction to be parallel to the x-axis, although the value of ρ S z (T ) does not depend on this choice for L → ∞. In a similar way, the stiffness ρ P z + (T ) regardinĝ
i is defined as
Numetical data of the sMC simulations
Here we present some numerical data for the standard scaling analyses performed to determine the phase boundaries of components, S z and Q z 2 . Therefore, the transition points to the paramagnetic phase can be identified by the divergence of ξ (1, 2) . Figure S1 (a) shows a typical example of the transition from the IF to paramagnetic phase. The curves of the scaled correlation length ξ (1,2) /L for different linear sizes L cross each other at a critical point, within the error bar estimated from the square root of the variance over about 10 sMC simulations. We plot in Fig.3 the crossing points in ξ (2) /L, which are slightly less size-dependent, as the phase boundary from the ordered to the paramagnetic states. Note that, in the standard Kosterlitz-Thouless transition of the 2D XY model with rotational symmetry, the scaled correlation length of the transverse (XY) components does not exhibit an isolated critical (crossing) point but a finite critical range from T = 0 with a constant value independent of L. Interestingly, the scaled correlation length of the transverse components, ξ Fig. S1(b) ]. This may be attributed to the combined effect of the simultaneous discrete (diagonal) and continuous (transverse) symmetry breakings. A similar (apparent) crossing behavior of the scaled correlation length for the transverese components has been reported in previous studies on some related 2D models with combined discrete and continuous symmetry breakings [2] . The crossing points in the scaled correlation lengths of the diagonal and transverse components are located at almost the same position (within the error bar) as seen in Fig. 3 of the main text. From the LF to the IF (HF to IF) phase, the topological transition associated with the unbinding of pairs of halfvortex and half-antivortex in the plane of Q x 2 −y 2 and Q xy (P x + and P y + ) occurs, as explained in the main text. In this case, the corresponding scaled correlation length does not exibit an isolated critical point. Therefore, to locate the topological transition points, we perform the scaling analysis on the susceptibilities of the corresponding quantities:
which obey the following scaling relations: become size-independent at the corresponding transition points t = 0 with η = 1/4. Figure S1 (c) and S1(d) show typical examples of the scaling analysis performed to determine the LF-IF and HF-IF boundaries, respectively, plotted in Fig. 3 .
